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Abstract. Pervasive social networking (PSN) is facilitating and enriching peo-
ple’s lives at any time and in any places with the heterogeneous networks. One
of the most important issues in PSN is its security and privacy, since users
hope their privacy not be disclosed in social activities. Trust relationship plays
a crucial role in PSN system, and can be utilized to support trustworthy PSN
system with anonymous authentication. Thus, this paper propose AnonyTtrust,
an anonymous trust authentication scheme to authenticate identities and trust
levels of users with privacy preservation. It also achieves conditional traceabil-
ity with a trusted server (TS), as well as online and offline state switching with
multiple authorized access points (APs). The security analysis, and performance
evaluation of the scheme show that the scheme is efficient regarding to secu-
rity, privacy preservation, computational complexity, and communication cost.
In order to test the feasibility of the proposed scheme, a lightweight secret chat
application called AnonyChat is developed in practice. The results show that
AnonyChat performs well and efficiently in the Android system.

Keywords: Anonymous Authentication · Trust Management · Pervasive Social
Networking.

1 Introduction

With the advent of the Internet era, pervasive social networking (PSN) is facilitating
and enriching people’s lives with all kinds of services [1–3]. One of the most important
issues in PSN is its security, trust and privacy [4]. Thus, users want to perform identity
authentication to ensure their personal and property security. Meanwhile, users also
hope their privacy, such as identity information and geographical location, not be
disclosed. Therefore, anonymous authentication has become an important technique to
ensure the security and reliability of PSN systems. But anonymous authentication also
brings risks to the network, that is, malicious users may abuse anonymity to do illegal
and immoral things The existence of malicious users and unknown social relationships
make it hard for users to verify the trust of other users and their messages in PSN.
Therefore, how to authenticate the identity and trust of users while keeping anonymity
to preserve privacy becomes an important issue in PSN systems.

However, few existing works studied this issue in the literature [5, 6]. Traditional
anonymous authentication schemes mainly focus on protecting identities of users, such
as pseudonyms-based [7], group signature [8, 9] and blind signature [10]. For example,
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pseudonyms are applied in social networking to hide real identities and avoid privacy
tracking [7]. The pseudonyms changed frequently will negatively influence the efficiency
of authentication and pseudonyms management. Shao et al. proposed a protocol based
on the group signature to achieve a threshold authentication for privacy preserva-
tion [11], but with the group revocation problem. Nevertheless, most of the existing
schemes only realize the anonymous authentication, yet not considering to build the
trust relationship among PSN users. They also fail to satisfy the security and perfor-
mance requirements of PSN due to specific features of PSN, such as heterogeneous,
high mobility and lacking trust in nature.

To address the above issue, Yan, and Feng et al. [12] proposed an anonymous au-
thentication scheme based on trust value issued by a centralized TS. Users can authen-
ticate each other about identity and trust without disclosing any private information.
But the centralized structure cannot support the heterogeneous and complex PSN
network topology, as well as the scalability and flexibility. Yan and Wang et al. [13]
alleviate the dependence of the trusted central server in a distributed manner, but the
computational and communication overhead still needs further improvement. Notable,
it is necessary to apply and test such the anonymous trust authentication scheme in a
practical system, especially for mobile devices with limited resources, such as compu-
tation, storage and network.

In this paper, we propose AnonyTrust, a semi-distributed anonymous trust authen-
tication system to secure PSN and assist user social decisions. In such a PSN system,
the trust value of each user is evaluated by TS and/or APs, which will issue up-to-date
trust lists for anonymously authenticating the identity and trust of users and their
message. The proposed scheme can flexibly support the online state with the help of
TS and offline states with APs for users to authenticate each other, which is appropri-
ate to PSN features. With trust value monitored by TS, APs and even PSN users, the
malicious users can be rapidly detected and their message will be rejected, to avoid
group revocation. Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as
below:

– We propose an anonymous trust authentication scheme in the PSN system to pre-
serve privacy along with anonymity, unforgeability, unlinkability and conditional
traceability. It adopts semi-distributed architecture to support users with online
and offline states.

– We confirm the security of the proposed scheme by extensive analysis and secu-
rity proof, and validate the advantages through simulation-based evaluation and
comparison.

– A lightweight secret chat application called AnonyChat is developed in Android
devices to show efficiency performance, such as message delay, CPU utilization,
memory usage and communication cost.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A summarization of related work
is given in Section 2. Section 3 briefly overviews the system model of AnonyTrust and
details the anonymous trust authentication scheme. Section 4 gives the security analysis
and performance evaluation. A secret chat APP developed based on AnonyTrust si
presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

Lindell [14] formally defined the requirement of anonymous authentication, which has
been widely studied in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) and Wireless Body
Area Networks (WBANs) to preserve privacy without exposing real identities. But
most anonymous authentication research mainly focused on security requirements and
performance promotion. Pseudonym-based authentication, as one of the methods, has
widely been studied in mobile networks to protect privacy while communicating without
real identities [15,16]. Emura et al. [16] proposed a secure and anonymous communica-
tion protocol for user authentication with privacy preservation based on identity-based
encryption solutions. Lin and Li [17] proposed a cooperative message authentication
scheme for VANETs, in which vehicles can verify an evidence token from a Trusted
Authority (TA) to check whether other vehicles truly verify the message their claimed
with pseudonyms as their identities. However, both schemes face challenges of the
computation cost and suffer from scalability and message loss problems.

On the other hand, group signature and blind signature are another most com-
monly used techniques of anonymous authentication [6], [18], [19]. Zhang and Cui [20]
proposed an attribute encryption scheme for ciphertext based on the group signature,
which can protect sensitive information to avoid privacy disclosure. Shao, et al. [11]
presented an authentication protocol for VANETs with the group signature scheme
to achieve a threshold authentication. An anonymous authentication scheme was pro-
posed based on the group signature for authenticating trust levels rather than identi-
ties of nodes in order to avoid privacy leakage and guarantee secure communications
in PSN [21]. These schemes can well resist selective plaintext attacks, but the revo-
cation of group members is a difficult problem. Ren and Lou [10] combined the blind
signature and hash chain to design an anonymity scheme with privacy preservation
in pervasive computing environments. Users get blind signature certificates from ser-
vice providers to prove their legitimacy, which is verified by service providers without
knowing the real identity of users. Based on the blind signature, Huszti [22] proposed
a multi-supplier that provides anonymity for the customers. In the micro-payment sys-
tem, customers can be authenticated anonymously through blind signature by multiple
vendors. However, these solutions mainly depend on a central server, which distributes
and manages the key pairs and its certificate, for anonymous authentication. They can-
not support decentralized authentication when the server is offline, as well as scalability
and flexibility in PSN networks.

Trust plays an important role and can be applied to support anonymous authen-
tication in PSN, such as the enhanced distributed reputation system in MANET [23],
securing communication data [24], and cloud data access control [25,26] Zhao et al. [27]
proposed a trust model of VANET to theorize the trust relationship in the dynamic
traffic environment. In such a system, vehicles can perform verification through a trust
chain with the evaluated vehicular trustworthiness in the trust model. However, this
scheme only focuses on the design of the trust evaluation model, but does not provide
anonymous authentication between users. Yan and Feng [12] propose an anonymous
trust authentication scheme depending on a centralized TA to issue a list of trust val-
ues. It cannot support a distributed PSN topology where APs can play a role like TS
to evaluate and issue the trust value. Besides, an anonymous authentication scheme
in [13] can alleviate the dependence of the system on trusted central servers, but the
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Fig. 1: System Model of AnonyTrust.

computational and communication overhead still needs further improvement. Also, all
solutions above only mathematically analyzed the performance, without applying and
testing in a real system, especially for mobile devices with limited resources, such as
computation, storage and network.

3 Anonymous Trust Authentication Scheme

This section gives an overview of the system architecture, and details the proposed
anonymous authentication scheme in which both users’ identity and global trust level
can be verified with preserving privacy.

3.1 Overview of AnonyTrust

As shown in Fig. 1, the entities in the model are divided into TS (Trusted Server),
AP (Authorized Party) and PSN nodes (or users). This paper assumes that TS is
trustworthy and will not reveal user privacy due to business motivation. Its functions
are mainly divided into three parts: KMS TS (Key Management Server of TS), TES TS
(Trust Evaluation Server of TS) and DB (DataBase).

KMS TS handles registration requests from APs and PSN users and manages their
identities and the corresponding long-term keys. For nodes whose trust value does
not satisfy the condition, KMS TS will not grant them access permission. TES TS is
responsible for collecting feedback from users, and evaluating and updating the trust
of all users in the network. According to evaluation results, TES TS publishes tokenTS

and listTS related to trust values to trusted users. DB is responsible for storing the
identity information, key information and user feedback of APs and PSN nodes.

AP is semi-trusted, a stable and reliable service device. Its main function is to
evaluate and update the trust value of PSN nodes within its coverage. Similarly, it will
issue tokenAP and trust value related listAP . The purpose of this design is to enable
users to authenticate each other when TS is not available, to achieve a semi-distributed
effect. On the other hand, the introduction of AP can support users to authenticate
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offline, thus reducing the dependence of users on TS. Although AP is responsible for
the trust evaluation of PSN nodes, it does not know the real identity of users, but only
the temporary identity.

PSN nodes will authenticate each other regarding the identity and trust value with
listTS or listAP issued from TS or AP, correspondingly. Notably, nodes can switch be-
tween off-line only with help of APs and on-line state with both TS and APs according
to their communication needs. To better understand the online and offline states of
PSN nodes, we named and labeled PSN nodes in Fig. 1 where PSN node 1 connects
AP1 and AP2 simultaneously. When it is online, it can anonymously authenticate with
all online PSN nodes through TS. When it is offline, it can only anonymously authen-
ticate with local user PSN node 2 through AP1, as well as PSN nodes 3 and 4 through
AP2. It should be noted that in rare cases, PSN node 1 hopes to anonymously authen-
ticate with PSN nodes 5 and 6, at which time it must adopt an online state with the
assistance of TS.

Besides, the behavior of PSN nodes is uncertain, and there may be malicious be-
havior, such as eavesdropping other people’s private information, spreading rumors.
PSN nodes hope that their identity will not be disclosed in the communication, mean-
while authenticating the trust and identity of others Thus, TS is responsible for trust
evaluation and distribution with all feedback from PSN nodes and APs, which can
be utilized for authentication at PSN nodes. In some scenarios, PSN nodes only can
obtain incomplete trust information from multiple APs without TS, they will verify
the trust level of the sender after receiving anonymous messages. On the other hand,
the PSN nodes can evaluate the trust value of senders according to the content of
the anonymous message and their behavior, which is finally uploaded to TES AP or
TES TS as feedback for trust evaluation. Therefore, the trust value of PSN nodes will
be periodically updated with all new feedback.

In the proposed network architecture, nodes can choose their network state, i.e.
online state and offline state, to communicate with other users. The offline state can
support anonymous authentication between users within the coverage of the same APs.
On the one hand, it enhances the stability of the system and prevents users from being
unable to authenticate each other, when they cannot connect to the TS. On the other
hand, it reduces the communication and computing overhead between users and the
TS.

This paper only focuses on the secure and reliable anonymous authentication and
communication between PSN nodes with the assistance of TS and APs. The commu-
nication between TS and PSN nodes, AP and PSN nodes, and between AP and TS is
assumed to be based on secure channels, such as Diffie-Hellman protocol.

3.2 Preliminaries

Bilinear pair is a powerful tool for constructing digital signatures. Assume q is a large
prime number related to a given security constant k, G is a cyclic additive group
generated by P , GT is a cyclic multiplicative group, |G| = |GT | = q. bilinear map
e : G×G→ GT satisfies the following properties:
– Bilinear: For ∀P,Q ∈ G, a, b ∈ Z∗q , e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab.
– Non-degenerate: There exist P,Q ∈ G that e(P,Q) 6= 1GT .
– Computable: For ∀P,Q ∈ G, e(P,Q) can be computed by polynomial-time algo-

rithm.
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Table 1: Notations
Notation Description

skTS , pkTS Secrete and public key of TS

IDi, IDap Identity of user i and ap

skap, pkap Private and public key of ap

certap Public key certificate of ap

tempIDi Temp identity of i

infoi Personal information of i

ski, pki Long-term private and public key of i

certi Long-term public key certificate of i

si Secret between i and TS

Qi Multi-scalar multiplication of si and P

tvi TS, tvi ap Trust value of i from TS and ap

tokeni Token of i’s trust value

secre tokeni Token of tokeni

list Trust related list

P i Short-term public key vector of i

temp ski Short-term private key vector of i

The following cryptographic problems ensure that bilinear pairings can be used to
construct digital signatures safely:
– Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP Problem): Given P,Q ∈ G, compute
a ∈ Z∗q that Q = aP .

– Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH Problem): Given P , aP, bP ∈
G, in which a, b ∈ Z∗q , compute abP ∈ G.

The notations that are usually used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

3.3 The Proposed Scheme

Each step of this anonymous trust authentication scheme is described in detail below.
Assuming that the sender i requires anonymous communication, and its corresponding
authorized access point is ap (i may connect with multiple AP but with the same
operation), the receiver j will verify i’s trust level and authenticate the message.

System setup: Give security parameter k and generate q, group G,GT , Z∗q , |G| =
|GT | = q, P is the generator, and bilinear map e : G×G→ GT . TS chooses master pri-
vate key skTS ∈ Z∗q and computes the corresponding public key pkTS = skTS ·P . In ad-
dition, it also chooses H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n, H2 : G→ {0, 1}n, H3 : {0, 1}n → G,H4 :
{0, 1}∗ → G. The system parameters contains {q,G,GT, e, P, pkTS , H1, H2, H3, H4}.

AP Registration: ap uses its own IDap to register to TS. TS generates private
key skap ∈ Z∗q , public key pkap = skap · P and the certificate certap = pkap · skTS for
ap.

User registration:
– User i registers TS with his real ID (such as phone number or mailbox) and sends

his necessary information infoi that defined by TS.
– TES TS uses infoi and previous information to generate the trust value tvi TS for

user i. If tvi TS reaches the desired threshold, TS generates the unique temporary
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identification tempIDi. Then it chooses private key ski ∈ Z∗q , public key pki =
ski · P and public key certificate certi = pki · skTS for user i.

– TS sends {tempIDi, ski, pki, certi} to user i through a secure channel.
Trust evaluation: When the user swicths to the offline state, TS will not serve

the user, only the APs connected by user work; when the user selects online, TS and
all APs connected by the user will conduct trust evaluation with its tempIDi.
– TS choose si as its secret with i, and calculate Qi = si ·P . Both of the two will be

sent to user i.
– TS/ap periodly updates tvi, and generates tokeni = H1(tvi||tempIDi). Users will

provide the Qi to ap for trust evaluation services.
– TS/ap first calculates secret tokeni = H1(Qi||H1(tokeni)) and puts it into the
list = {secret tokeni, ...secret tokenj}. Secret tokens are arranged in ascending
order of the corresponding trust values.

– TS sends {tokeni TS, si, Qi} to i, and publishes listTS to all nodes of the network;
ap sends tokeni ap to i and publishes listap to local nodes.
Short-term key pair generation: Users will generate its short-term public and

private keys based on tokeni and tokeni ap issued by TS and AP. Table 2 shows the
short-term key pair generation algorithm with the token tokeni from TS (if with AP,
replacing with tokeni ap in algorithm). It should be noticed that user i will choose
either online or offline mode, it will connect to TS and multiple APs for receiving
several tokens. Accordingly, i’s public key is a vector Pi with several elements temp pki,
composed of temp pki 1 and temp pki 2. User i’s secret key is temp ski. |Pi 2| is the
XOR result of all temp pki 2.

Table 2: Short-term Key Generation
Input: tokeni, si, Qi

Output: temp pki, temp ski
a) compute temp pki

temp pki 1 = H1(a⊕H2(Qi))
temp pki 2 = temp pki 1⊕H1(tokeni)

b) compute temp ski
temp ski = si ·H3(temp pki 1) + si ·H3(|P i 2|)

Signature generation: User i uses temp ski to generate the signature of message
m, sig(m) = temp ski +H4(m) · si. The user i sends {m, sig,Pi, Qi}.

Signature verification: The whole process of message verification is shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: Signature Verification
Input: temp pki, Qi, m, sig
Output: true, false
1) if (at least one secret token was found) goto 2);

else return false;
2) if (e(sig, P ) = e(H3(temp pki 1) + H3(|P i 2|) + H4(m), Qi)) goto 3);

else return false;
3) if (tvi > threshold) return true;

else return false;

– a) Verify the identity legitimacy of message signers. First calculate H1(token) =
temp pki 2 ⊕ temp pki 1, and calculate secret token = H1(Qi||H1(token)). Then
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Fig. 2: The procedure of anonymous trust authentication.

check if there is any secret token can be found in list. If no secret token is found
in list, the verification will be terminated.

– b) Determine whether the equation e(sig, P ) = e(H3(temp pki 1) +H3(|P i 2|) +
H4(m), Qi) is satisfied. If the validation results are correct, the message is complete;
otherwise, the message may be tampered.

– c) Inference signer’s global trust level TVi as tvi =
∑k

x=1(rank(x) · 0.5 + 0.5)/k.
– d) Check if the global trust level is satisfying, users can set trust threshold, and

judge if the message sender is trustworthy.

The whole procedure of the anonymous trust authentication scheme is summarized
in Fig. 2.

4 Security Analysis & Performance Evaluation

In this section, the security of the proposed scheme is proved theoretically and an-
alyzed in order to show the correctness, anonymity, unforgeability, traceability and
nonrepudiation. Then, we analyze and evaluate its performance about computation
and communication cost.

4.1 Security Analysis

1) Correctness: the correctness of the signature verification can be proved as follows:

e(sig, P ) = e(temp ski +H4(m) · si, P ) (1)
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= e(si ·H3(temp pki 1) + si ·H3(|P i 2|) +H4(m) · si, P )

= e(H3(temp pki 1) +H3(|P i 2|) +H4(m), P · si)
= e(H3(temp pki 1) +H3(|P i 2|) +H4(m), Qi)

2) Anonymity: The receiver can get are Qi, temp pki 1, temp pki 2, listap, listTS ,
m, sig, and compute H1(tokeni) and secret tokeni. Qi is an element on G and has
nothing to do with real identity because of DLP problem. temp pki 1 and temp pki 2
generated by tokeni, random number a and Qi, are hash value that seems to be a
random value for receiver. Also, H1(tokeni), secret tokeni, listap and listTS are only
related to the hash value of tokeni, so a receiver can not determine the identity of the
sender.

3) Unforgeability: the commonly used definition of digital signature security is
Existence Unforgebility under Adaptive Selective Message Attacks (EUF-CMA) [28].
EUF-CMA of AnonyTrust can be proved under the random oracle model. The prove
is as follows,

Theorem 1. For a given security parameter k, the anonymous trust authentication
scheme (TAS) is secure under a random oracle model if the CDH problem holds.

Proof. If there is a probability that attacker A can break through the scheme in time t,
there is a challenger C that can solve the CDH problem in time t′. We assume Attacker
A and Challenger C interact as follows:

Step 1: C choose parameters {q, P,G,GT, e,H1, H2, H3, H4} and calculates public-
private key pairs (pk, sk), where pk consists of pk1 and pk2, and calculates H3(pk1)
and H3(pk2).

Step 2: C sends pk, H3(pk1) and H3(pk2) to A;
Step 3: A queries C with H4(x).
a) C maintains a list of (n, x,H4(x)) as H4 List which is empty at the beginning.
b) When input x∗ appears in H4 List, return H4(x∗). If not, rand∗ ∈ 0, 1 is ran-

domly generated, where Pr[rand∗ = 1] = δ. If rand∗ = 0, return H4(x∗) = nP ; else,
rand∗ = 1, H4(x∗) = nP + bP , n ∈ Z∗q .

c) Return H4(x∗) to A, and add (n, x∗, H4(x∗) to H4 List.
Step 4: A queries to C with sig(m)
a) C maintains a list of (m∗, H4(m∗), sig(m∗)) as signList which is empty at the

beginning.
b) A should ask for H4(m∗) before inquiring for sig(m∗) from C. If H4(m∗) is not

inquired before, the C will answer generate (m∗, H4(m∗)).
c) When the input m∗ appears in the list signList, it returns sig(m∗); when the

input m∗ is not in the list, if rand∗ = 0, it calculates σ = a ·H3(pk1) + a ·H3(pk2) +
a ·H4(m∗); else, terminates the response.

d) Returns sig(m∗) to A and adds (m∗, H4(m∗), sig(m∗)) to the list.
Step 5: A forges signatures, if A forges sig(m′), then rand∗ = 1, the following

equation holds: σ′ = a ·H3(pk 1) + a ·H3(pk 2) + abp+ anp.
Thus, abp = σ′−a ·H3(pk 1)−a ·H3(pk 2)−anp. So C can obtain abp as a solution

of CDH problems. If A breaks through the scheme with a non-negligible probability ε in
time t, then C can solve the probability of CDH with probability ε′ >= δ(1− δ)qS ε >=
ε/(qSe), e is a natural number. Then, ε <= qS · e · ε′.
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4) Conditional traceability: TS can determine the signer of a message through
the corresponding relationship between temporary ID and user’s real ID, so the scheme
achieves conditional traceability, which is one of the acceptable and desired properties
in PSN. But if TS is not involved in the PSN, such a dispute cannot be solved. Thus,
we suggest that for crucial PSN communications, TS should be involved in order to
guarantee system safety and at the same time preserve node privacy.

4.2 Performance Analysis

1) Computation cost
We mainly focus on the computation cost of key algorithms, such as short-term key

generation, signature generation and signature verification. By comparing our scheme
with [5] and [29], the analysis results are summarized as shown in Table 4. We de-

Table 4: Analysis and Comparison of Computation Cost
Scheme Short-term key signature verification

AnonyTrust 2CGZ + CG CGZ + CG 2CG + 2Ce

[5] 2CGZ CGZ + CG CGT + 3Ce

[29] 3CGZ 2CGZ + CG + Ce

fine cost of pairing as Ce, as well CG, CGZ , CGT is the cost of add and multiplication
operation of G and multiplication operation of GT , correspondly. ⊕, | · | and other op-
erations are not considered here because they are simple operation in groups compared
operations above. According to implementation in next subsection, we obtain that the
CGZ and Ce are most time-consuming operations. The compared result will be given
with the evaluation results

2) Communication cost
The data frequently transmitted in this scheme are token, list and anonymsg.

With n users and k APs, we can obtain the communication cost as Table 5. Only
data length of list is linear with the number user, but it is distributed by TS while
registering and only updated when needing. Besides, the number of APs is not large.
Thus, communication cost in the proposed scheme is reasonable.

Table 5: Communication Data Length
Data type Content Data length

token MD5 16

list {secret token1, ...,} 16n

anonymsg P i, Qi, sig,m 16 + 16k + 64 + m + 64

Table 6: Operation Time Comparison (ms))
Scheme short-term key signature verification

1 token 14.724 3.268 46.402

5 token 16.981 3.275 47.453

[5] 14.127 3.142 65.051

[29] 8.045 9.076 27.029

4.3 Performance Evaluation

We implemented the proposed scheme in Java language using a JPBC library on a
desktop (running 64-bit Windows OS, equipped with Intel Core i5-3230M @2.60GHz).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Access control based on user trust

We mainly focus on the computational performance of short-term key generation, sig-
nature generation and signature verification.

We assume that users use num = 1 (only TS) or num = 5 tokens (for TS and 4
APs) to authenticate anonymously, and then test their performance compared with [5]
and [29]. The average computational time for each stage is shown in Table 6. The time
of short-term key generation of 5 tokens is a little longer than that in 1 token, but the
computing time of other stages is very close. Thus, multiple tokens do not affect the
computing performance of the scheme very much. Besides, compared with [5] and [29],
the short-term key generation time of our scheme is the longest. This is because the
public key is generated in two parts to realize anonymity, message verification and trust
value authentication. The signature generation is the same as [5], but more efficient
than [29] because of more CGZ operations shown in Table 4. For signature verification,
our scheme is faster than [5], but longer than [29]. That is because the proposed scheme
realizes both authenticating the identity and integrity of the message at the same time,
as well as verify its trust level. As can be seen from the above analysis and evaluation
results, the proposed scheme can achieve trust authentication at a low computational
cost.

5 Application and Experimental Results

This section presents a secret chat APP: AnonyChat on Android devices and then gives
the experimental results, such as running efficiency, message delay, CPU occupancy,
memory occupancy and communication overhead.

5.1 Function Design

1) Access control based on user trust
As shown in Fig. (3a), when a user sends a login request, the server will verify

his/her trust value. If the user’s trust value is lower than the threshold (set to 0.56),
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: (a)(b) Anonymous chat interface, (c) Trust rating feedback interface

a pop-up window will prompt the user that he/she has been denied. As shown in Fig.
(3b), a user can check his/her detailed information like the token, short-term key.

2) Anonymous chat
Fig. (4a) and Fig. (4b) shows the chat interface. After receiving a message, a user

first verifies the identity of the sender by checking whether its secret token is in the
trust-related list. If it does not exist, the message bubble is red and ”an illegal message”
is displayed. Then the correctness of the signature is verified. If it fails, the bubbles are
shown in red and ”a fake message” is displayed. Finally, the trust value of the sender is
computed. If lower than the threshold (0.6), the bubble of the message is yellow, and
the normal content of the message is displayed. Otherwise, the bubble of the message
is green.

3) Rating feedback
As shown in Fig. (4c), when a user clicks on a certain message, AnonyChat will

pop up the scoring dialog box for users to score the corresponding message. The score
results will be sent as feedback to TS or APs for updating the trust value related list.

5.2 Experimental Results

1) Message delay
In this paper, AnonyChat is tested on Xiaomi 6, 6G RAM, 835 2.45GHz CPU.

When the density of messages is 2/sec - 10/sec, the average delay of messages changes
with time as shown in Fig. 5. When the message density is less than 8/sec, the delay
keeps stable as 150 ms. When reaching 8/sec, the message delay will increase slightly,
but the delay lasting for 5 seconds is only 240 ms. When reaching 10/sec, the message
delay can rise to 800 ms in 5 seconds, which is unfriendly for users. Thus, 10/sec
can be viewed as the limit of AnonyChat’s message density. This is because the time
interval between messages transmission is less than the time needed for encryption
and decryption, so there is a blockage of message processing in the client. In practice,
sending and receiving messages at a density of 8/sec can already meet the actual needs
of users for most of the time, but it is necessary to improve it in the future.
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Fig. 5: Performance evaluation on message delay

Fig. 6: Performance evaluation on CPU usage

2) CPU usage, memory usage and communication consumption
CPU usage, memory usage and communication consumption are three commonly

used performance indicators for mobile applications. This paper will assume an extreme
situation is the density of messages is 10/s to test performance. From Fig. 6, AnonyChat
occupies lower than 4% of the CPU even in extreme cases, so it does not consume too
much system resources of Android devices. As shown in Fig. 7, AnonyChat generally
occupies about 4M-5M of memory even in extreme cases, so it is very lightweight. For
communication cost, the traffic consumption of AnonyChat is less than 5KB/s, very
little traffic even in extreme cases, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, the resource usage of
AnonyChat can be neglected to present smartphones.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed an anonymous trust authentication scheme, which can ensure the
security of user messages and the anonymity of identity, while helping users verify the
trust level of anonymous sources. In the proposed scheme, TS is responsible for the
management of all PSN entities, evaluates and issues the trust value of PSN users along
with APs. Based on the token of trust value, cryptographic algorithms and the authen-
tication protocol were constructed to realize anonymous trust authentication for PSN
users. This scheme adapted a semi-distributed architecture and introduced authorized
APs to overcomes the problem of over-reliance on central TS. Thus, PSN users can
switch online and offline states to authenticate with each other. Through security anal-
ysis and performance evaluation, the scheme realized secure and trusted anonymous
authentication among users with high computational efficiency. Then, AnonyChat was
developed to verify in Android devices. The results demonstrated that the application
is very lightweight and performs well about message delay, CPU usage, memory usage
and communication cost.
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Fig. 7: Performance evaluation on memory

Fig. 8: Performance evaluation on communication
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